Network Foundation Technologies and CDN Partner
StreamGuys Join Forces to Broadcast the 2006 World Handball
Championships Live from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
NFT’s revolutionary online distributed broadcast technology used to stream
the World Handball Championships worldwide
LOS ANGELES – Aug. 16, 2006 – The 2006 World Handball Championships made a huge
technology leap in recent days by being broadcast live over the Internet for the first time ever
via a revolutionary new online distributed broadcast technology developed by Network
Foundation Technologies (NFT). Fans from across the globe – from Australia and New
Zealand, to Japan, Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Israel
– tuned in their computers to watch the games live.
“We are delighted to have partnered with StreamGuys and Network Foundation Technologies
to bring this event to the fans,” said Jeff Kastner of World Pro Handball, who organized the
broadcast of the event. “The NFT technology is amazing. The service provided by both
StreamGuys and NFT was exceptional, and fans were elated with the results.”
Jonathan Speaker, COO of StreamGuys, Inc., said, “Over the years there have been a lot of
companies that have made a lot of promises in the live P2P or distributed broadcasting space.
Network Foundation Technologies stands out from the crowd by delivering on those promises.
We are pleased to partner with NFT to offer their technology to our customers.”
Kiriki Delany, President and CTO of StreamGuys added, "The World Handball Championships
provided another validation of NFT's unparalleled ability to deliver live online distributed
broadcasts under real-world conditions in a manner that exceeded our client's expectations."
NFT President and Co-Founder Marcus Morton stressed that his company’s technology can
deliver high-quality video streams, of both live and pre-recorded content, to large online
audiences at low cost. “In fact, our technology reduced the peak bandwidth needed to deliver
the Men’s Finals of the World Handball Championships by more than 60 percent with no
degradation in broadcast stream quality. And the audience was clearly engaged, as the
average length of each viewing session was 1 hour and 36 minutes.”
Dr. Mike O’Neal, NFT’s Founder and Chief Scientist, emphasized that NFT technology
achieves its twin goals of high quality and low cost while maintaining good net citizenship.
“NFT spreads the costs of delivering the broadcast evenly throughout the network. In some
live P2P systems, high-bandwidth corporate and university nodes are used to subsidize the
viewing experience of end-users who tune in from lower bandwidth home connections. In
contrast, NFT is designed to exist comfortably within the limits of the upstream bandwidth rates
commonly available to home users in the United States,” O’Neal said.
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Morton added, “As the broadcasting of television-style linear content becomes more and more
common online, and as audience sizes grow, broadcasters are beginning to quickly realize
that technologies such as ours are desperately needed in order to reduce bandwidth costs to
the level where ‘free’ advertiser supported long-form content can become economically viable.”

About Network Foundation Technologies, LLC
Network Foundation Technologies, LLC, is a privately held company focused on developing
technologies that provide the foundation for Internet-based broadcast networks. NFT was
formed in 2001 by Marcus Morton and Dr. Mike O'Neal. The company's NFT-TV player and
server combine to create an innovative distributed online broadcast solution that enables
large-scale broadcasting of live and pre-recorded audio/video content at low cost. NFT's IP
portfolio includes one issued U.S. patent and five pending patents which cover the company's
underlying core technologies. Broadcasters using NFT technology include Clear Channel/Live
Nation and the nationally syndicated “Wake Up Show” co-hosted by Sway of MTV. Please
visit www.nft-tv.com for more information.
About StreamGuys, Inc.
StreamGuys, Inc. has 24/7 support, service in three languages, multiple data centers, 50,000
listeners in 34 countries, 600 channels and over 450 broadcasters worldwide and still growing.
Visit www.streamguys.com for more information.
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